
	 OCT. 6, 2016

Mrs. LePard’s K News

SPECIALS
Monday: MUSIC/PE

Tuesday: ART

Wednesday: PE/MUSIC

Thursday: MUSIC/PE

Friday: ART


In reader’s workshop we are learning three ways to read a book.  You can take a picture walk and 
tell a story based on what you see in the pictures.  You can tell the story you already know 
because you have listened to the book so many times, you just know it.  Or you can read the 
words.


In writer’s workshop, we have transitioned from telling our stories aloud to writing them on paper.  
We make a drawing/illustration to match the story we tell.  We are also learning how to add labels 
to our stories.


We have worked with comparison mats in math.  We use these to compare two numbers.  We have 
also been learning all the attributes of shapes.  We ask…”What makes a circle a circle?” or “How 
do you know this is a square?”  Ask your child to see what he/she has learned.


We practiced writing Oo the school way!  It always starts at the top and uses a c curve.

Your child should be able to read these sight/popcorn words:  a    is    for   red  this


FYI…

We had a fabulous time with the fire fighters!  Pictures will be posted on the blog soon!


Early Release will take place on Friday, October 14.  Kids are dismissed at 12:15 PM.


Walk-A-Thon will be Friday, October 21.  We hope you will collect money for this 
fundraiser.


Turkey Trot is Tuesday, October 25.  Registrations are due TOMORROW! (Oct. 7)


SHOW AND TELL 
Please have your child find 

something that begins with the 

/l/ sound like Lizzy Lizard.


Can he/she find something other 
than a lizard, lion, or leaf?


Please send it to school in his/her 
backpack on his/her assigned day.

The Ll homework sheet is 
attached.  Please complete it the 

same way as the Aa homework. 

Please also complete the leaf 
creature homework. 

We can’t wait to display them in 
the hallway!

THIS WEEK...... 

HOMEWORK


